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Abstract. Based on the reported data until 18 March 2015 and numerical

fitting via a simple formula of cumulative case number, we provide real-time
estimation on basic reproduction number, inflection point, peak time and final

outbreak size of ongoing Ebola outbreak in West Africa. From our simulation,

we conclude that the first wave has passed its inflection point and predict that
a second epidemic wave may appear in the near future.

1. Introduction. Ebola virus disease (EVD) is a severe disease in humans which
has infected nearly 25 thousand individuals and claimed more than ten thousand
deaths during the recent outbreak in West Africa, according to the report of World
Health Organization dated 18 March 2015 [3, 12]. The most affected countries
are Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. This study aims to provide some real-time
estimations on the outbreak in these three countries using the reported cumulative
case data. Specifically, we will estimate the following quantities:

1. basic reproduction number R0, which is defined as the average new cases
caused by a single infective individual during one infectious period;

2. inflection point tc, which marks the time when the increment speed of cumu-
lative case numbers starts to slow down;

3. final outbreak size K, which indicates the total number of infectious cases
throughout the outbreak wave.

4. peak time tp, which is defined as the critical time when daily infectious number
reaches its maximum.

All of these indicators provide quantitative information about severity of a disease
outbreak.

2. Methods. Following [10], we study the epidemic model:

S′(t) = − βS(t)I(t)

S(t) + I(t)
; and I ′(t) =

βS(t)I(t)

S(t) + I(t)
− γI(t), (1)
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where S(t) and I(t) are the numbers of susceptible and infective individuals at time
t, respectively. The constant β denotes the transmission rate of the disease, and
the constant γ corresponds to the removal rate of infective individuals. The basic
reproduction number [6, 9] is given by

R0 =
β

γ
. (2)

It is noted that a disease outbreak occurs if and only if R0 > 1. The differential
system (1) can be solved explicitly and its solution is given by

S(t) =K[1 + (1− 1/R0)eγ(R0−1)(t−tc)]−R0/(R0−1);

I(t) =K[1 + (1− 1/R0)eγ(R0−1)(t−tc)]−1/(R0−1)

−K[1 + (1− 1/R0)eγ(R0−1)(t−tc)]−R0/(R0−1),

(3)

where K and tc are two constants of integration. Now, we define the cumulative
infective case number at time t as

C(t) =

∫ t

−∞

βS(r)I(r)

S(r) + I(r)
dr. (4)

From (1) and (3), we have

C(t) = K −K[1 + (1− 1/R0)eγ(R0−1)(t−tc)]−R0/(R0−1). (5)

Here, the constant K = C(∞) has the biological meaning of final outbreak size. It
can be verified that C ′′(tc) = 0. Hence, tc is the inflection point of C(t). We remark
that the inflection point tc is related to but different from another commonly used
quantity: the peak time, denoted by tp. The peak time is defined as the time when
infective case number achieves its maximum, namely, I ′(tp) = 0. It follows from (3)
that

tp = tc +
lnR0

γ(R0 − 1)
. (6)

In the case when R0 is close to 1, namely, lnR0 ≈ R0 − 1, we can approximate the
difference tp − tc by 1/γ. Thus, the peak time occurs about one infectious period
after the inflection point [10].

Richards’ empirical model [8] was suggested to provide real-time estimation of a
disease outbreak; see [7] for example. However, some of the parameters in Richards’
model do not have clear biological meanings [10]. The advantage of formula (5) is
that all of the parameters in this formula have significant biological interpretations.
We will use the explicit formula of C(t) in (5) to fit the reported cumulative case
numbers of 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa.

As pointed out in [10], one should fix the value of γ, the removal rate of infective
individuals, to resolve possible over-fitting problems. Note that 1/γ can be regarded
as the infectious period which characterizes the average duration of an individual
being infective. In most cases, an individual is removed from the infective group
either by recovery or death. For the fatal cases of Ebola virus disease, death usually
occurs between 6 and 16 days (with mean 7.5 days) after onset of symptom; and
for the non-fatal cases, patients may improve their symptoms at around day 6
but need more time to recover [4]. Convalescent patients may still be infective
because the Ebola virus RNA may remain in the body fluid for a couple of weeks
even though the risk of transmission from them is low [2]. It is thus reasonable to
assume the infectious period to be 7.5 days with some possible perturbations in the
interval between 6 and 16 days. In our simulation, we first fix 1/γ = 7.5 days to
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estimate the basic reproduction number R0, inflection point tc, peak time tp and
final outbreak size K using reported cumulative case data of Ebola virus in Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone, respectively [3, 12]. Also, we provide the 95% confidence
intervals of each estimated parameter value using bootstrap method. Next, we vary
the value of the parameter 1/γ from 6 to 16 days and investigate the sensitivity of
fitted parameter values.

In the simulation, we use least squares method to estimate the parameter values
and bootstrap method to calculate the confidence interval for each fitted parameter.
To be specific, given a sequence of data points (tk, Ck) for k = 1, · · · , n, where
Ck is the cumulative case number at time tk, we fix the value of γ and use the
formula (5) to find optimal values for K, tc and R0 that minimize the least squares∑n
k=1[C(tk) − Ck]2. Furthermore, we sample a set of n indices k1, k2, · · · , kn with

each index randomly choosing from 1, · · · , n. These indices are not necessarily to
be distinct. We then fit the parameter values using the sampled data (tki , Cki) with
i = 1, · · · , n, and repeat the procedure N = 1000 times so as to obtain N fitted
values of K, tc and R0. The corresponding mean, variance, as well as confidence
interval for each parameter, are calculated using the following formulas

X̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Xi; σX =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(Xi − X̄)2; X± = X̄ ± σX√
N

Φ−1(1− α/2),

where X1, · · · , XN are estimated parameter values from N samples, α is the sig-
nificance level of confidence interval which is commonly chosen as 5%, Φ−1 is the
inverse of cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, and
X± are the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval.

3. Results. The basic reproduction number R0 is estimated as 1.116 (95% CI:
1.115-1.116) for Guinea, 1.226 (95% CI: 1.225-1.228) for Liberia, and 1.181 (95%
CI: 1.181-1.182) for Sierra Leone. The inflection point tc is estimated as 21 No-
vember 2014 for Guinea, 24 October 2014 for Liberia, and 28 November 2014 for
Sierra Leone. As shown in Table 1, the lengths of 95% confidence intervals for the
estimated inflection points are no more than one day. The tight confidence intervals
for R0 and tc are due to the fact that the structure of the S-shaped curve does not
vary much even though some data are perturbed or missing.

Guinea Liberia Sierra Leone
K 3268 [3257, 3274] 8630 [8605, 8660] 11227 [11198, 11253]
R0 1.116 [1.115, 1.116] 1.226 [1.225, 1.228] 1.181 [1.181, 1.182]
tc 266 [265, 266] 238 [237, 238] 273 [272, 273]
tp 273 [272, 273] 244 [244, 245] 279 [279, 280]

Table 1. Estimated parameter values with 95% confidence inter-
vals. Here, day 1 corresponds to 1 March 2014. So, days 266, 238
and 273 correspond to 21 November 2014, 24 October 2014, and
28 November 2014, respectively.

The fitted curves together with reported cumulative case data are illustrated in
Figure 1 (Guinea), Figure 2 (Liberia) and Figure 3 (Sierra Leone), respectively. It is
noted that in each of these three figures, there is a jump on the reported cumulative
case numbers in late October 2014. This is due to a more comprehensive assessment
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of patient databases on the World Health Organization report dated 29 October
2014 [11]. Among these three countries, Liberia has the most significant gap, which
may account for the result that the inflection point for Liberia is about one month
earlier than the other two countries.

We follow the ideas in [5] to calibrate our model using reduced number of date
points. For Guinea, the final outbreak sizes are estimated as 14577, 27149, 25789
and 3327 when the end dates of reduced date points are chosen as 08 September
2014, 10 October 2014, 14 November 2014, and 07 January 2015, respectively. For
Liberia, the final outbreak sizes are estimated as 4539, 4553, 7368 and 7883 when
the end dates of reduced date points are chosen as 08 September 2014, 10 October
2014, 14 November 2014, and 07 January 2015, respectively. For Sierra Leone, the
final outbreak sizes are estimated as 2598, 84247, 8341 and 10260 when the end
dates of reduced date points are chosen as 08 September 2014, 10 October 2014,
14 November 2014, and 07 January 2015, respectively. From the fitted graphs,
we observe that our model provides stable and reasonable estimations once the
outbreak has passed its inflection point; namely, the end date used for simulation
is later than the estimated inflection point.
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Figure 1. Fitted graph for the reported cumulative cases in
Guinea. The dots are real data points, the solid curve is the tra-
jectory of fitted cumulative case number using all data points until
18 March 2015, and the dashed curves are trajectories of fitted cu-
mulative case number using reduced data points with different end
dates (ED)

We also fit the final outbreak size as 3268 for Guinea, 8630 for Liberia, and 11227
for Sierra Leone, using all data points until 18 March 2015. All of these estimated
values are smaller than cumulative case numbers reported on 18 March 2015. This
indicates that another potential outbreak wave may be approaching [7]. A multiple
epidemic outbreak can be interpreted as a trajectory of cumulative case number
with multiple S-shaped segments. In other words, the cumulative case number has
more than one inflection point and it goes through multiple acceleration-deceleration
stages; see [7]. Clearly, the formula (5) is not suitable for multiple-wave estimation
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Figure 2. Fitted graph for the reported cumulative cases in
Liberia. The dots are real data points, the solid curve is the tra-
jectory of fitted cumulative case number using all data points until
18 March 2015, and the dashed curves are trajectories of fitted
cumulative case number using reduced data points with different
end dates (ED). Here, the two dashed curves corresponding to end
dates 10 October 2014 and 08 September 2014 are very close to
each other.

because its graph has only one S-shaped segment. However, one could use it to
predict a possible second epidemic wave when the final outbreak size is continually
underestimated. Following the ideas in [7], we fit our model using reported data of
selected time periods with different end dates. By comparing the estimated final
outbreak size with the case number at the end date of the selected time period,
we propose a simple criterion for multiple-wave prediction: if, in three simulations
using successive end dates, the final outbreak sizes are all underestimated; namely,
they are less than the reported case numbers at the corresponding end dates, we
conclude that a second epidemic outbreak is approaching.

From Table 2, we observe that the final outbreak size is underestimated if the
end date is later than 04 March, 2015. This indicates that a second epidemic wave
in Guinea is starting in early March of 2015. From Table 3, we observe that the
final outbreak size is underestimated if the end date is chosen to be later than
04 February, 2015. This indicates that a second epidemic wave in Sierra Leone is
starting in early February of 2015. We also conduct simulations using selected time
periods for Liberia and find that the final outbreak size is underestimated if the
end date is chosen to be later than 10 December, 2014. This indicates that the
second epidemic wave in Liberia starts in December 2014. The differences in the
estimated initial dates of second epidemic wave in three countries may result from
a significant gap of the reported case number on 29 October, 2014.

Following the procedure as given in [7], one may also simulate the second epidemic
wave using the data after the starting time of the second wave. However, due to
the insufficient number of reported data, we are not able to provide accurate and
satisfactory estimations of the final outbreak size or other parameters for the second
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Figure 3. Fitted graph for the reported cumulative cases in Sierra
Leone. The dots are real data points, the solid curve is the trajec-
tory of fitted cumulative case number using all data points until
18 March 2015, and the dashed curves are trajectories of fitted cu-
mulative case number using reduced data points with different end
dates (ED).

epidemic wave. Moreover, since the outbreak is still ongoing, it is more important
to prevent, rather than predict, the second epidemic wave. Based on the data until
18 March 2015, we conclude that the Ebola outbreak is starting a second epidemic
wave. Some more effective disease control policy should be implemented to inhibit
this possible second epidemic wave.

End date Cases K R0 tc tp Least squares
28JAN15 2917 3165 1.119 15NOV14 24NOV14 416757
04FEB15 2975 3150 1.120 14NOV14 23NOV14 417512
11FEB15 3044 3152 1.120 14NOV14 23NOV14 417541
18FEB15 3108 3165 1.119 15NOV14 24NOV14 418592
25FEB15 3155 3180 1.119 15NOV14 24NOV14 420539
04MAR15 3219 3201 1.118 16NOV14 25NOV14 425999
11MAR15 3285 3229 1.117 17NOV14 26NOV14 436834
18MAR15 3389 3268 1.116 21NOV14 28NOV14 464698

Table 2. Estimated parameter values using reported Guinea data
during selected time periods with different end dates. Here, the
numbers in the second column are the case numbers reported on
the corresponding end dates. The least squares are the minimized
values of the objective function defined as the summation of squares
of estimation errors.

Now, we regularly increase the value of infectious period 1/γ from 6 to 16 days,
and conduct numerical simulations. It is noted that the fitted values of basic re-
production number R0 will also increase from 1.092 to 1.252 for Guinea, from 1.179
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End date Cases K R0 tc tp Least squares
14JAN15 10124 10408 1.195 21NOV14 27NOV14 2082655
21JAN15 10340 10506 1.194 21NOV14 28NOV14 2110722
28JAN15 10518 10580 1.193 22NOV14 29NOV14 2136258
04FEB15 10740 10667 1.192 23NOV14 29NOV14 2189903
11FEB15 10934 10758 1.190 23NOV14 30NOV14 2275122
18FEB15 11103 10848 1.188 24NOV14 01DEC14 2392058
25FEB15 11301 10945 1.187 25NOV14 02DEC14 2575726
04MAR15 11466 11042 1.185 26NOV14 03DEC14 2811987
11MAR15 11619 11137 1.183 27NOV14 04DEC14 3100556
18MAR15 11751 11227 1.181 28NOV14 04DEC14 3428974

Table 3. Estimated parameter values using reported Sierra Leone
data during selected time periods with different end dates. Here,
the numbers in the second column are the case numbers reported on
the corresponding end dates. The least squares are the minimized
values of the objective function defined as the summation of squares
of estimation errors.

to 1.503 for Liberia, and from 1.144 to 1.400 for Sierra Leone. The estimated final
outbreak size stays in a range of [3261, 3307] for Guinea, [8620, 8677] for Liberia,
and [11209, 11319] for Sierra Leone. On the other hand, the inflection point tc
and peak time tp do not vary too much. For Guinea, tc decreases from 266 (21
November 2014) to 264 (19 November 2014). For Liberia, tc decreases from 238 (24
October 2014) to 235 (21 October 2014). For Sierra Leone, tc decreases from 273
(28 November 2014) to 270 (25 November 2014). The peak time tp increases from
272 (27 November 2014) to 279 (4 December 2014) for Guinea, from 244 (30 Octo-
ber 2014) to 248 (3 November 2014) for Liberia, and from 279 (4 December 2014)
to 284 (9 December 2014) for Sierra Leone. We observe that the fitted inflection
point tc and peak time tp are stable under perturbations on the infectious period
1/γ.

4. Discussion. This study provides real-time estimation of basic reproduction
number, final outbreak size, inflection point and peak time for the ongoing Ebola
outbreak in West Africa using reported cumulative case data.

The fitted basic reproduction numbers are smaller than those estimated in [1]
where only the data until 20 August 2014 was used. This indicates that the disease
control policy became more effective during the late stage of the outbreak.

The estimated inflection points for Guinea and Sierra Leone are close to each
other, but the one for Liberia is about one month earlier. This is due to a significant
increase on reported cumulative case number dated 29 October 2014; see Figure 2
and [11].

From Table 1, we note that the estimated peak time has about one week’s delay
after the estimated inflection point, while the infectious period is fixed as 7.5 days.
This supports the conclusion in [10] that the peak time occurs about one infectious
period after the inflection point.

We use bootstrap method to obtain 95% confidence intervals for estimated pa-
rameter values. Since the infectious period is fixed and we use only three parameters
to conduct numerical optimization, the confidence intervals are much tighter than
those obtained by minimizing the objective function with four parameters; see [7]
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for example. This demonstrates that reducing the number of parameters not only
resolves over-fitting problem, but also provides tighter confidence interval for each
estimated parameter.

If we vary the infectious period from 6 to 16 days, the estimated inflection point
and peak time are stable in the sense that they only vary within a small interval.
This demonstrates that our method has a significant accuracy in capturing the
inflection point and peak time.

The values of final outbreak sizes in three countries are all underestimated, which
can be considered as a warning signal of a second outbreak wave.

Appendix: Explicit solution of (1). Here, we provide the detail in solving the
system (1). First, we add the two equations in (1) to obtain S′(t) + I ′(t) = −γI(t).
Coupling this with the first equation of (1) yields

d(S + I)

dS
=
γ(S + I)

βS
.

This equation is separable and its solution can be written as

C1(S + I) = Sγ/β ,

where C1 > 0 is a constant of integration. Next, we use the above relation to
eliminate I in the first equation of (1). It follows that

S′(t) = −βS(t) + βC1[S(t)]2−γ/β .

This is a Bernoulli equation. We set u(t) = [S(t)]γ/β−1 and obtain

u′(t) = (β − γ)[u(t)− C1].

The above equation becomes separable and its solution is given by

u(t) = C1[1 + C2e
(β−γ)t]

with C2 > 0 being another constant of integration. Now, we have

S(t) = C
β/(γ−β)
1 [1 + C2e

(β−γ)t]β/(γ−β).

Substituting this into the relation between S and I gives

I(t) =C
β/(γ−β)
1 [1 + C2e

(β−γ)t]γ/(γ−β) − Cβ/(γ−β)1 [1 + C2e
(β−γ)t]β/(γ−β).

Finally, we set K = C
β/(γ−β)
1 and tc = [ln(1− γ/β)− lnC2]/(β − γ) to rewrite the

formulas of S(t) and I(t) as

S(t) =K[1 + (1− γ/β)e(β−γ)(t−tc)]β/(γ−β);

I(t) =K[1 + (1− γ/β)e(β−γ)(t−tc)]γ/(γ−β) −K[1 + (1− γ/β)e(β−γ)(t−tc)]β/(γ−β).

This is equivalent with (3) in view of (2).
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